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Your Strategic Partner
For e-Transformation

Safely 
manage all 
your electronic 
document 
circulation 
with Edoksis
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Edoksis helps you easily adapt to 
legal practices such as e-Invoice, 
e-Dispatch, e-Archive and 
e-Ledger. Accelerate your 
processes and increase your 
productivity with e-Reconciliation 
and e-Analysis.

Why choose Edoksis?

SabancıDx Assurance

The Only Owner of the Operation, Software and Call Center; Reliable Corporate Services, 

Robust Integration with Industry Leading ERP Solutions

Private Integration Services with Consultancy Experience

7/24 Uninterrupted Service Platform

Compliance with Legislative, Storage, Security, Quality and Audit Changes, Backup 

Opportunities with the SabancıDx Datacenter

10 YEARS of Storage Guarantee For All Applications Integrated to Revenue Administration

Pay by Monthly Invoices without Login, Portal, Registration and Storage Fees

Easy and Efficient Management through Approval Flow Processes and Management Panel

Use It Anywhere, Anytime with Mobile Device Compatibility
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Pratis, alıcı firmalara 
ortalama %14 
fiyat avantajı ve 
e-İhalelerde %60’a 
varan tasarruf 
imkânı sağlar.*
*2018 verilerine göre

ENSURE SAFE CIRCULATION FOR 
YOUR INVOICES WITH e-INVOICE 
Corporate structure of Edoksis offers safe, fast and seamless e-Invoice 
solutions compliant with the standards defined by the Revenue 
Administration. Edoksis’ easy, economical and sustainable structure 
provides you with the advantage of working with a robust integrator and 
safe circulation of your invoices.

ENSURE RECORD SAFETY 
WITH e-DISPATCH 
e-Dispatch is a digital dispatch document whose standards and data 
format have been defined by the Revenue Administration. e-Dispatch, 
which Edoksis supports in full compliance with the legal legislation, is a 
part of the digitalization process that includes operational efficiency, 
record security and cost saving.

e-INVOICE

e-DISPATCH

Edoksis is the right choice 
for a fast e-Transformation 
providing full compliance
with RA standards and 
robust integration with
ERP solutions...
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SAVE TIME AND COST 
WITH e-ARCHIVE
Save labor and time with Edoksis e-Archive while achieving a significant 
decrease in your archiving costs. e-Archive provides speed, flexibility and 
convenience in management operations especially for industries requiring 
high volume invoices.

INCREASE YOUR OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY 
WITH THE e-LEDGER SOLUTION
With the e-Ledger solution, ledgers that are obliged to be kept in 
accordance with the provisions of Tax Procedure Law and Turkish 
Commercial Code are prepared, saved and sent to RA in electronic file 
format in accordance with the formats and standards announced by RA. 
Edoksis offers you the most reliable platform with the ability to fully 
comply with current and potential changes on time. Increases the 
operational efficiency and offers easy control while minimizing the risks.

e-ARCHIVE

e-LEDGER

Providing its services with
the SabancıDx assurance,

Edoksis increases your
operational efficiency with
its advanced data security

infrastructure and ease
of use, and provides.
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For a free trial of 
e-Analysis and e-Reconciliation 
please visit www.edoksis.net   

EASILY MANAGE YOUR PROCESSES
WITH e-RECONCILIATION 
e-Reconciliation makes your periodic reconciliation processes, which 
require lots of labor and time on the phone, seamless, easy and fast. 
Reconciliations sent and incoming results in electronic environment can 
be easily tracked, enabling discrepancies to be found comparatively in a 
short time. It ensures that the letters of reconciliation reach the right 
person, all the while accelerating your reconciliation processes and 
offering a system that is easy to manage and track.

ELIMINATE YOUR FINANCIAL RISKS
WITH e-ANALYSIS  
The e-Analysis solution performs more detailed financial and accounting 
controls beyond e-Ledger’s standard schematron checks, preventing you 
from generating an incorrect e-Ledger, and helps you eliminate all 
possible financial risks before submitting the e-Ledger to RA.

e-RECONCILIATION

e-ANALYSIS
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SabancıDx Dijital Kampüs
Küçük Çamlıca Mahallesi 
Kısıklı Caddesi No: 56 34696 
Üsküdar / İstanbul

Contact Center: (+90) 850 228 08 08  

/sabancidx | bilgi@edoksis.net | www.edoksis.net

Visit www.edoksis.net 
to learn more about our 
services.


